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Abstract. This paper describes two experiments. The first one deals with evaluation of synthetic speech quality by reverse identification of original speakers
whose voices had been used for several Czech text-to-speech (TTS) systems. The
second experiment was aimed at evaluation of the influence of voice transformation on the original speaker recognition. The paper further describes an analysis
of the influence of initial settings for creation and training of the Gaussian mixture
models (GMM), and the influence of different types of used speech features (spectral and/or supra-segmental) on correctness of GMM identification. The stability
of the identification process with respect to the duration of the tested sentence
(number of the processed frames) was analysed, too.
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1 Introduction
The text-to-speech system (TTS) usually represents the output part of the whole voice
communication system with a human-machine interface. The quality, and first of all,
the intelligibility of the produced synthetic speech is a basic condition for its usability.
Furthermore, it enables setting of a suitable strategy for the dialogue management.
Higher quality and naturalness of synthetic speech can be achieved by various methods
of speech synthesis, structures of TTS systems, used types of speech inventories,
approaches to prosody generation, etc. Several subjective and objective methods are
used to verify the quality of produced synthetic speech [1]. The most often used
subjective method for giving the feedback information about users’ opinion is the
listening test. On the other hand, the objective method based on automatic speech
recognition system yielding the final evaluation in the form of a recognition score can
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be used [2]. These recognition systems are often based on neural networks [3], hidden
Markov models [4], [5], or Gaussian mixture models (GMM) [6]. The main advantage
of these statistical evaluation methods is that they work automatically without human
interaction and the obtained results can be numerically judged.
We investigate whether the quality of synthetic speech produced by a TTS system
can be evaluated by a reverse identification of the original speaker and whether the reidentification score depends on the used method of speech modelling and synthetic
speech production. To verify this hypothesis, the one-level GMM recognizer for
identification of the original male and female speakers from the synthetic speech
produced by various Czech TTS systems was developed.
Motivation of this work was to analyse further the influence of initial settings in the
GMM creation and training phases (number of used mixture components) and different
types of used speech features (spectral and/or supra-segmental) on correctness of GMM
identification. The GMMs are created and trained on the original speech of the male and
female Czech speakers and tested on the speech produced by the Czech TTS systems
with several speech synthesis methods. In addition, the stability of the identification
process with respect to the duration of the tested sentence (number of the processed
frames) is analysed in the paper.

2 Method
The Gaussian mixture models can be defined as a linear combination of multiple
Gaussian probability distribution functions (GPDFs) of the input data vector [6]
Ngmix

f (x) =



αk Pk (x),

(1)

k=1

where Pk (x) is the GPDF, αk is a weighting parameter, and Ngmi x is the number of
these functions. For GMM creation, it is necessary to determine the covariance matrix,
the vector of mean values, and the weighting parameters from the input training data.
Using the expectation-maximization (EM) iteration algorithm, the maximum likelihood
function of GMM is found [6]. The performance of the EM algorithm is controlled by
the Ngmi x parameter representing the number of applied mixtures of GPDFs in each
of the GMM models. In standard use of the GMM classifier, the resulting score of the
model is given by the maximum overall probability for the given class
i ∗ = arg max score(T, n),

(2)

1≤n≤N

where the score(T, n) represents the probability value of the GMM classifier for the
models trained for the current n-th class in the evaluation process, and T is the input
vector of the features obtained from the tested sentence.
For our purpose we need to quantify and compare differences between probability
values of the obtained scores; therefore, these values are normalized and the additional
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the GMM recognizer for identification of the original speaker from the
synthetic speech produced by the TTS system
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of the feature database creation from the spectral properties and suprasegmental parameters of the original speech
Table 1. Basic specification of tested synthetic speech produced by TTS systems

Type
1M/
2M/
3M/

Synthesis method
TTS name specification)
Voice
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parameters are calculated for a subsequent statistical analysis. The next evaluated
parameter is based on the maximum confidence used for selection of features. The
confidence measure (CM) gives information how distinctive is the assessment of the
given classifier [7]
scoremax2
CM = 1 −
,
(3)
scoremax1
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where scoremax1 and scoremax2 are the highest and the second highest values of the
score. The confidence is high when the score for one model is significantly higher than
for the other models. On the other hand, the confidence is small when the score is very
similar for every model.
One-level GMM recognizer is used for identification of the original speaker from the
synthetic speech—see Fig. 1. The precondition of this architecture is the prior correct
determination of the gender of the voice (male/female). The speaker recognizer block
works with the GMM models that were created and trained using the data of the feature
vectors obtained from the speech of the original N speakers. For finding of the optimum
recognition accuracy, several values of Ngmi x are used, the obtained recognition scores
are sorted by the absolute size and quantized to N levels corresponding to N output
classes in the score discriminator block. In the classification phase, we obtain the scores
using the input feature vectors from the tested sentences synthesized by various TTS
systems. It means that the highest obtained score represents the synthesized sentences
with the values of the speech features that are most similar to those obtained from the
original sentences used for GMM training; and the minimum score corresponds to the
tested sentence with the greatest differences in comparison to the originals.
The speech signal analysis is performed in the following way: the fundamental
frequency F0 is determined from the input sentence after segmentation and weighting.
In the next step, the smooth spectral envelope and the power spectral density are
computed from the speech frames as shown in the block diagram in Fig. 2. The
virtual F0 contour (VF0) is used for determination of the supra-segmental parameters
describing the microintonation component of speech melody. The differential contour
F0DIFF is obtained by subtraction of mean F0 values and linear trends (including the
zero crossings F0ZCR ). Further parameters represent microvariations of F0 (jitter) and
the variability of the peak-to-peak amplitude (shimmer). The basic spectral properties
describe the shape of the spectrum obtained from the analysed speech segment. They
include the first three formant frequencies and their ratios together with the spectral
centroid (SC) and the spectral decrease (tilt). The supplementary spectral features are
determined from the smoothed magnitude or power spectrum envelope: the spectral
flatness measure (SFM), the spectral entropy (SE), and the harmonics-to-noise ratio
(HNR) providing an indication of the overall periodicity of the speech signal. Obtained
values in the form of the feature vectors with the length N f eat are subsequently stored
in a database containing the features of the original speakers in dependence on the voice
type (male/female) for further processing.

3 Material, Experiments, and Results
The speech material for GMM creation and training consists of the short sentences
with duration from 0.5 to 2.5 seconds, resampled at 16 kHz, representing the original
speech in Czech language uttered by five male and five female speakers (already used
in another research [8])—typically 50 sentences per speaker. We have also additional
sentences originated from the speaker whose voice was used for building of the speech
corpus (male/female) of the tested TTS systems with basic parameters given in Table 1.
So we finally have the speech material consisting of 6+6 speakers for testing in each
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of our identification experiments (designated as Orig1-6M/F) where the voice number
indicates the original speech material for the tested TTS system (Orig1M is the source
speech material for synthesis of the voice TTS1M and so on). As regards the synthetic
speech (TTS1-3M/F), the database consists of testing sets including 25 short sentences
produced by the TTS systems using different types of speech modelling (cepstral [9],
harmonic [10], PSOLA [11], unit selection [12], [13]).
The main experiment was focused on identification of the original speaker from the
synthetic speech produced by the Czech TTS systems. The second experiment was
aimed at evaluation of the influence of voice transformation on the original speaker
recognition. The speech material used here was the synthetic speech produced by the
TTS system PCVOX—implemented in the special aids for blind and partially sighted
people [14], [15]. Four synthetic voices were compared: the basic male voice (synthesis
from the original speaker TTS1M —see Table 1) and the transformed voices of a young
male (Tr-young), a female (Tr-female) and a child (Tr-child) [8]. In addition, our
research was aimed at investigation of:
– influence of the number of used mixtures (from 2 to 8) on GMM evaluation,
– influence of the used feature set (P1-P3),
– stability of the identification process depending on the tested sentence duration.
The input data vector for GMM training and classification contains the suprasegmental parameters {VF0, F0DIFF , F0ZCR , jitter, and shimmer}, the basic spectral features determined from the spectral envelopes {F1,2,3 , F1 /F2 , SC, and tilt}, and the supplementary spectral parameters {HNR, SFM, SE}. In the case of the spectral features,
the basic statistical parameters—mean values and standard deviations (std)—were used
as the representative values in the feature vectors for GMM evaluation. For implementation of the supra-segmental parameters of speech, the statistical types—median values,
range of values, std, and/or relative maximum and minimum were used in the feature
vectors. The length of the input feature vector N f eat = 16 was experimentally chosen
in correspondence with the obtained results of our previous research [16]. The three
tested feature sets were: P1 consisting of the basic spectral features together with the
supra-segmental parameters, P2 consisting of the supplementary spectral features and
the supra-segmental parameters, and P3 being a mix of the basic and the supplementary
spectral features with the prosodic parameters.
As regards the GMM classifier, the simple diagonal covariance matrix of mixture
models was applied in this identification experiment. The basic functions from the Ian
T. Nabney “Netlab” pattern analysis toolbox [17] were used for creation of the GMM
models, data training, and classification.
The obtained results of the GMM identification are presented in a graphical form
(for visual comparison) and also as the values for numerical matching separately with
respect to the TTS voice gender. The used order of tables and figures corresponds to
the course and evaluation of the performed experiments. If not otherwise stated, the
presented graphs and tables were determined with the following parameter setting:
Ngmi x = 5, feature set P2.
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Fig. 3. The boxplot of the basic statistical parameters of the normalised GMM score: for male
(upper set) and female (bottom set) TTS voices
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Fig. 4. Confusion matrices of original speaker identification for male (left) and female (right)
TTS voices of six originals, three TTS synthesis systems
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Fig. 5. Results of the second identification experiment of TTS synthesis with the male voice and
its conversion to young male, female, and childish voice: a bar graph of the mean recognition
accuracy (left), a detailed confusion matrix (right)
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Fig. 6. Influence of the tested sentence lengths Ndur in [frames] on the original speaker GMM
identification accuracy: for male (left) and female (right) TTS voices
Table 2. Basic statistical parameters of the CM values calculated from the GMM score for the
male and female TTS voices

*)

TT ce
S1/F
S2/F
S/F
x m m s q   1 i  l

Mn*)
0.11  0.07
0. 47  0.4
0.  0.0
ss.

Mean
0.7  0.4
0.5  0.
0.  0.

td
0.1522  0.0455
0.05  0.0127
0.0040  0.0007

Table 3. Mean original speaker GMM identification accuracy in [%] in dependence on the number
of used mixtures

TTS voice
1M/F
M/F
3M/F

Ng  =2
4 0
 84
8 9

Ng  =
4 
 8
8 9

Ng  =
0
 88
88 9

Ng  =5
 8
84
88 98

Ng  =6
4 80
 8
88 99

Ng  =7
0 8
9
89 99

Ng  =
4 80
 89
88 99

Table 4. Summary results of original speaker GMM identification accuracy in [%] for different
types of used feature vectors

TTS ice/ eature ect r type
MF
 MF
MF

P1
48.  76.
75.  84.
  9 .8

P2
5 .  78.
75.5  84.
87.5  98.

P3
68.  8 .5
87.5  95.5
  

4 Discussion and Conclusion
The performed experiments have shown that there exists a principal influence of a
chosen type of parameters in a feature vector on the stability and accuracy of the GMM
identification. The best results are produced by the feature set P3 consisting of a mix
of spectral and prosodic features, the worst results correspond to the set P2 (see results
in Table 4) when only the supplementary spectral and supra-segmental features were
used. Therefore, the detailed comparison for this worst case was performed next. For the
original speaker with the worst identification from the synthetic speech the confidence
measure has the lowest value of the minimum and the highest value of the standard
deviation—see boxplots of the basic statistical parameters of the normalised GMM
score in Fig. 3 and CM values in Table 2. In the case of the TTS system PCVOX
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producing voices with worse quality and naturalness, also the lowest original speaker
identification accuracy was achieved (49% for male and 77% for male). Relatively
great differences between male and female synthesis were probably caused by different
used speech models (cepstral one in the case of the male voice, and the harmonic one
for the female voice). The last tested TTS system using the unit selection synthesis
method (TTS3M/F ) has the quality of the synthetic speech very near the original voice as
shown by the best results of identification accuracy (96% for male and 95% for female
voices)—see the corresponding 2D representation of confusion matrices in Fig. 4. From
the second recognition experiment follows that the obtained score values correspond to
the degree of the voices transformation: the highest score corresponds to the basic male
voice and the lowest one to the transformation to the childish voice (see the bar-graph
and the 2D confusion matrix in Fig. 5). Contrary to our expectations, the number of used
mixtures has not great significance (see values in Table 3), so the setting of Ngmi x = 5
was chosen for next processing and comparison. Finally, it can be said that the results
obtained in this way are in good correspondence with the predicted working hypothesis.
The last part of our experiment showed that the length limitation of the processed speech
signal practically does not play essential role (see Fig. 6) because our GMM original
speaker identifier was developed for testing of continuous speech (i.e. sentences—not
isolated words).
Increase of the original speaker identification accuracy can be expected if the full
covariance matrix is used for GMM model creation, training, and employment in the
classification process, so in near future we will compare approaches using the diagonal
and the full covariance matrices.
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